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1 ABSTRACT 

 
Current literature analyzes Versailles’ gardens primarily from the perspective of the pedestrian 
(Beneš & Harris, 2001; Hazlehurst, 1980; Wellington, 2016). Louis XIV had commissioned Adam 
Perelle, Israël Silvestre, and others (Perelle, 1660-1695; Perelle, 1660-1695; Perelle, 1638-1695; 
Perelle, 1680-1684; Perelle, 1680-1689; Perelle & Perelle, 1600-1699; Rigaud, 1681-1812; 
Silvestre, 1664-1691; Silvestre, 1676; Silvestre, 1682; Silvestre, 1682; unknown, unknown) to make 
engravings of events and everyday occurrences in the gardens to document them and provide 
distinguished guests with souvenirs (Wellington, 2016). 11 of the 59 sampled images featured 
equestrians, an understudied topic in architectural and garden history (Worsely & Rolf, 2004). These 
images were viewed online between August 2021 to January 2022, examined, and plotted onto a 
garden plan. These highly detailed engravings accurately capture many aspects of the equestrian 
experience in the garden in a few different sports.  
 
This paper seeks to establish equine pleasure usage of the garden and evaluate to what extent the 
gardens may have been designed for equestrian sports and carriages. While most formal gardens 
had a separate road to bring horses to the back of the property, Versailles’ many wide allées and 
wide paths within some of the bosquets suggest that these pathways were used for carriages and 
equestrians. Through study of the engravings, carriage design and movement, and spatial mapping 
this paper pulls away at the layers of the design to understand how the vast spaces within Versailles 
fostered equestrian activity.  
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2 INTRODUCTION  
 

King Louis XIV of France, the Sun King, commissioned art to project his image as a living Apollo, 
most famously in the Apollo Basin on the central axis of the gardens at Versailles. This fountain depicts four 
fine horses pulling Apollo’s chariot upwards as he begins his daily journey of guiding the sun across the sky. 
Their presence signals the centrality of equestrian culture in court life at Versailles in both image and daily 
life. One of Louis XIV’s first upgrades to his father’s hunting palace was a larger stable and kitchen 
(Hazlehurst, 1980). He later renovated the space for another purpose and expanded the stables into two 
new buildings prominently placed at the entry to the palace on its central axis that could hold a total of 700 
horses, which was comprised of pleasure ride horses, dressage horses, and hunters (Reytier & Saule, 2012; 
Château De Versailles, 2021; Ministère de la Culture, 2019). As France prepares to host the Olympic 
equestrian events at Versailles, it is timely to inquire about the role of horses in the design and experience 
of the famous gardens. Equestrian sports, like other sports in the gardens, integrated the physical and 
political environment (Dümplemann, 2022) requiring carefully designed and dimensioned spaces. This 
paper presents some preliminary design investigations on a surprisingly understudied topic. 

This paper investigates how equestrian activity was integrated into the design of the gardens of 
Versailles. Literature and art of the time indicates that both horses and horse-drawn carriages were 
important in the gardens, as well as the hunting park. The kings had commissioned artists to help record 
different events that highlighted the use of horses for theatrical haute école pageants and staged jousting 
feats such as the 1662 Grand Carousel between the Tuileries Palace and Louvre Palace (Wellington, 2016), 
the 1664 Pleasures of the Enchanted Island fête (Benoît, 2015; Wellington, 2016), and the 1685 Carousel 
of the Galant Moors (Maral, 2015). There were many more carousels and pageants in between those 
mentioned. There were also many equestrian statues and paintings of nobility on horseback at the time.    

The court’s tradition of skilled horsemanship was linked to antiquity. The Greek general Xenophon’s 
classical treatise, The Art of Horsemanship, set out how to select, train, and maintain horses and lay the 
foundation for haute école in Louis XIV’s time, which would, in turn, become dressage in the modern era 
(Morgan, 1893).  Louis XIV’s stable of horses came from England, Ireland, Spain, North Africa, and Northern 
Europe (Château De Versailles, 2021). Louis XIV and other Bourbon kings held large hunting parties about 
150 to 180 times a year at Versailles (Château De Versailles, 2019). Any nobleman accepted to the court 
would have been welcomed to join the hunt (Libourel, 2012). In 1665, Louis XIV established a national stud 
farm away from Versailles (Ministère de la Culture, 2019) and established a riding school to teach haute 
école in 1680 (Ministère de la Culture, 2019). Skilled horsemanship in both military and social settings was 
thus highly valued amongst the aristocracy. 

Horse-drawn carriages also played an important role in court life and the gardens of Versailles. 
These ancient vehicles would have been uncomfortable due to lack of suspension technology, although the 
addition of luxuriously soft pillows and rugs made them bearable. (Libourel, 2012). Initially more popular as 
a mode of transportation with women, the French kings adopted carriages to travel to their hunting parks 
from their palaces (Reytier & Saule, 2012). In 1565, King Charles XIV of France also had to enact legislation 
to limit the number of coaches and carriages in Paris (Libourel, 2012). After the development of elbow spring 
suspension in 1670, coaches became more comfortable, which would have made them even more popular 
and more of a nuisance to city dwellers. Nonetheless, their numbers and importance to elite life ultimately 
affected how streets and buildings were planned. While any gentleman accepted by the French court would 
have been allowed to attend the king’s hunting party, only the king’s favorites would have ridden with him in 
the intimate privacy of the carriage (Reytier & Saule, 2012). The king would have had a pathway for his 
carriage to take him to the start of the hunt, and so this paper examines how the gardens of Versailles were 
also designed in response to equestrian and carriage movement.  

A plan of Vaux-le-Vicomte drawn by Adam Perelle and Andre Le Nôtre (date unknown), the 
predecessor park for Versailles, shows a pathway that would have connected the stable in front of the palace 
to the grand canal. This road connected to some of the parterres in the formal garden, leading the hunting 
party to ride around the canal to meet at the Hercules statue. This appears to deviate from the longstanding 
tradition dating back to the Middle Ages where the hunting grounds are separated from the formal gardens. 
While more research is needed on other predecessors, it is common to see a single connecting pathway 
from the stables to the parks and hunting grounds at the back of the property, avoiding the formal gardens 
close to the house. Image 1 shows three precedents (Fontainebleau, Vaux-le-Vicomte, and Saint-Germain-
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en-Laye), noting the location of the stable and the hunting grounds. The technique used for deer and later 
fox hunts included chasing down game with dogs and horses to exhaust the prey (Liddiard, 2007). The 
hunting strategies lead to the standardized garden practice of keeping ornate gardens closer to the house 
and chases of the hunting parks some distance away (Liddiard, 2007).  All three precedent castles and 
gardens in Figure 1 show this idea with a pathway that generally avoids going through the formal gardens, 
which are closer to the main castle building. Since medieval times, European royalty used parks for a variety 
of sports, including hunting. Thus, it is striking that the route from the stables to the hunting park at Versailles 
so thoroughly integrates the gardens. In fact, as this paper demonstrates, the scale of the gardens’ designs 
may have been expanded to make them a destination for equestrian activity in their own right. For example, 
the carriage crane neck invented in 1665 allowed carriages to turn at a 90˚ angle, whereas previous 
carriages could only turn at a 30˚ angle (Aloest, 2016). Innovations such as this would have changed the 
ways in which roads were built for the king’s carriages, including those within the elaborate gardens at 
Versailles.  

 

 

Figure 1: Three precedent castles and gardens (Fontainebleau created by Marin 1718-723, Vaux-le-
Vicomte created by Google Maps 2022, and Saint-Germaine-en-Laye created by Van Loon 1932) 
that show the location of the stable and a pathway to where the nobility hunted. Note how the 

pathways tend to avoid formal garden elements. The pink overlay is the area the nobility may have 
hunted. 

 
Many aspects of the gardens of Versailles have been studied, including its ability to display the 

king’s power, the use of perspective, and the engineering that went into creating numerous water features 
and fountains. Most of this literature focuses on Le Nôtre’s designs through the lens of a pedestrian (Beneš 
& Harris, 2001; Hazlehurst, 1980; Wellington, 2016). Louis XIV commissioned Israel Silvestre and Adam 
Perelle to make a series of engravings of events and daily life around the palace gardens. Wellington (2016) 
notes that these engravings accurately capture the look, symbolism, and atmosphere of the gardens and 
the events. They were often created within a year of the event, whereas most writings on these events were 
published five to ten years afterwards (Wellington, 2016). The engravings depict people going about their 
day or celebrating special events such as the opening weekend of the garden of Versailles. A number of 
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these engravings include equestrians in the allées and parterres. This paper examines and maps these 
images to better understand the integration of horses into the garden culture at Versailles. It provides a 
landscape architect’s perspective on scale and dimensions required to perform certain sports and horse-
related activities. 

 
3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 
This paper evaluates to what extent the gardens of Versailles were designed for or adapted to 

equestrian sport, a generally understudied topic in architectural history (Worsley & Rolf 2004). The study 
sets out to identify the nature of the equestrian activities promoted by Louis XIV and to identify locations 
where such activities were represented in the engravings created for court consumption.  Even a cursory 
study of engravings of the Versailles gardens demonstrates that equestrian activities were thoroughly 
integrated into life at Versailles, and, somewhat surprisingly, into the gardens themselves. Study of 
representations of horses in the statuary, including the famous Apollo Basin, further underline their 
importance to the king and his court. The goal of the paper was to use landscape architectural tools: 
to locate Versailles’ equestrian features through mapping in order to understand their importance in the 
geometric scheme of the garden 
to analyze the issues of scale, movement and dimension toward an understanding of the extent to which 
this park was designed for carriages and equestrians.   

 
4 METHODS 

 
The project began with a review of a wide selection of known engravings with equestrians from 

Israel Silvestre, Adam Perelle, and Jean-Baptiste Rigaud. These were compiled electronically, under the 
opportunities and constraints of the pandemic, which precluded visits to archives or to Versailles to study 
the gardens firsthand. 11 of 59 sampled engravings from digital scans included scenes with equestrians 
and/or carriages (Perelle, 1660-1695; Perelle, 1660-1695; Perelle, 1638-1695; Perelle, 1680-1684; Perelle, 
1680-1689; Perelle & Perelle, 1600-1699; Rigaud, 1681-1812; Silvestre, 1664-1691; Silvestre, 1676; 
Silvestre, 1682; Silvestre, 1682). This corpus included images at the front gates, the Tapis Vert, Apollo 
Basin, the end of the Parterre d’Eau, heading down the horseshoe ramps of the Latona Fountain, around 
the Flora Basin, around the Saturn Basin, and around the Ceres Basin. These locations were plotted onto 
a map of Versailles and traced into AutoCAD. Points and pathways of interest were drawn, refined in Adobe 
Illustrator, and presented in Adobe InDesign. Sections were taken to better understand how much space 
there would be for a carriage. These were put together in Figure 2. 

In addition to physically mapping the locations where these horses were visually recorded, the 
specific ways in which the horses were drawn were noted. This is demonstrated in Figure 4. Most horses 
have a variation of four gaits: walk (a one foot off the ground at a time motion), a trot or a jog (two feet off 
the ground with opposite feet moving at the same time motion), a canter or a lope (a three-step motion), and 
a gallop (usually represented in art as the horse being sprawled out to depict a moment that has no feet on 
the ground). Some horses were drawn in a rearing position (on hind legs with the horse’s front end in the 
air), which seems to reference the haute école trick. This study gave a better idea of the different sports and 
uses the pathways within the gardens would have supported. 

In addition to this data, modern evidence of horse-accessible routes was recorded. The Gallery of 
Coaches within modern Versailles held a special exhibition on carriages, including a short video (Aloest 
2016; Aloest 2012). Horses and staff from the royal stud farm traveled from the stables to the Apollo Basin 
while the evolution of the carriage was interspliced. The scenes from the footage were also plotted out on 
the map of the gardens with the data from the engravings and sculptures. This information was overlaid on 
the engravings data. Although the video was made hundreds of years later, the purpose of using the video 
was to confirm that a carriage of the period could indeed navigate the varied routes through the gardens. It 
also provided accurate photo imagery of how a carriage’s dimensions and turning radius operated in 
different parts of the garden. 
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5 RESULTS 
 
5.1 Mapping 

Results of the mapping study are presented synthetically in Figure 2 and include important positions 
held by equestrian sculpture in the garden, locations of the equestrian activity seen in the engravings, a 
range of skilled handling and gait, and studies of the varied scales of equestrian/pedestrian experience in 
different parts of the garden.   

Statues and depictions of horses were first mapped out. Horses appeared in sculpture and art at 
the Apollo Fountain, Apollo’s Bath Grove, the Neptune Fountain, at the front of the palace, and at both 
stables. It is notable that these sculptures are in key locations within the palace complex:  at the entry, at 
key points within the gardens, and along the central axis, culminating in the Apollo Fountain. These positions 
underline the importance of equestrian culture in the court of Louis XIV and future research might reveal 
more detail about the place of the horse in the iconography of specific garden areas over time.  The statues 
in and surrounding the garden tend to be in highly trafficked areas where visitors would have seen them and 
frequently correspond with spots locations where horses were depicted in etchings/engravings. 

Next, depictions of the horses, both with riders and pulling carriages, in the etchings/engravings 
were mapped. These engravings were intended as souvenirs and thus it is difficult to use them as a 
comprehensive guide to locations of equestrian activity in the garden, but the sample set shows a wide 
range of locations within the garden for equestrian recreation, not simply on a direct route to the hunting 
park. Horses were primarily recorded along points along the central axis. From the positioning of the horses 
in the etchings and engravings, it appeared as though they were ridden primarily in the allées and along the 
central axis.  

Initially, the engravings with horses in them were identified. As mentioned, these engravings would 
have depicted the atmosphere correctly (Wellington 2016). More detailed study of the engravings in these 
areas showed the different gaits used by the horses. Faster-paced gaits such as canters and gallops as well 
as haute école moves would have been used to depict an impressive scene full of excitement and expert 
horsemanship.  Thus, to show Versailles as an exciting hub of equestrian activity, it would have seemed 
logical for the artists to draw fast-moving carriages and equestrians performing haute école feats and racing. 
However, the artists often depict a variety of gaits, which will be further expanded on below. 

Overall, by overlaying historic maps against the modern maps, it can be determined that the length 
and width of the pathways of Versailles have not changed much if at all. This would mean that using modern 
representations of horses and carriages traversing the garden would not produce a significantly different 
result than taking only historic measurements. The Roulez Carrosses videos directed by Aloest (2016) for 
the museum provided valuable information about how a carriage could travel through the gardens. There 
was a gap in information on how exactly the carriage traveled through the Bosquet de la Girandole, but it 
seemed as though a carriage could navigate all the pathways within it. This suggests there are other parts 
of the formal gardens equestrians and carriages could traverse. 
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Figure 2. Plotted equestrian presence in the garden based on etchings and engravings, and 
scenes from Roulez Carrosses. Some pathway sections were taken around the garden to 

understand how wide the spaces were.    
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Based on the maps, approximate measurements were taken of the pathways known to have been 
used by equestrians based on the engravings and movies produced by Aloest (2012; 2016). The sections 
drawn (Figure 2) show how much space a coach would have taken up on paths of different widths in the 
garden. In the smallest noted pathway of the Bosquet de la Girandole, a carriage or coach can narrowly 
pass a pedestrian. The grand sightlines of the allées were wide enough for 2 coaches to pass each other 
comfortably. For the purpose of the section, the pathway around the Neptune Basin is recorded to be smaller 
than it appears since there are 2 pathways separated by a grassy lawn in the space. Only one of these 
pathways was drawn to show exactly how grand just one pathway would be. The Apollo Basin was a 
gathering place as well as a pass-through area and was exceptional in scale.  For reference, a standard 
American Riding rink, with horses spaced the standard equestrian 1 horse length (8-9 feet) apart, has been 
placed over the recorded gathering place in front of the Apollo Basin. Figure 3 demonstrates the vast extent 
of the space between the Apollo Basin and Grand Canal, as 18 American standard riding rinks can fit in the 
space. Perelle’s (1680-1689) depiction of the Apollo Basin looks initially very visually crowded (See drawing 
D on Figure 4). The perspective begins somewhere on the Tapis Vert as equestrians and carriages race 
around the space. It looks as though the equestrians and carriages will crash into each other. However, 
Figure 3 demonstrates the vast size of the space, which could actually have held more horses and 
equestrians than depicted.  

 
Figure 3. The space between the Apollo Basin and Grand Canal. A standard American riding rink is 
60’ x 120’ (right). Equestrians are advised to keep horses at a minimum of one-horse length (or 8-
9’) away from each other. Approximately 18 standard-sized modern riding rinks would fit into this 

vast space between the basin and the canal (left). 
 

5.2 Movement 
 
The etchings/engravings confirm the use of horses in the garden for equestrian pleasure and 

carriage rides. These would indicate how much space horses may have had and indicate what equestrian 
sport was being enjoyed (carriage rides, pleasure rides, or haute école). Moreover, the conventions used in 
the engravings to depict the gait of the horses provides evidence that Le Nôtre not only thought about the 
presence of equestrians in the design of Versailles, but also appreciated the display of skilled forms of 
movement. Most horses have a variation of four gaits: walk, a trot, a piaf (or jog), a canter or lope, and a 
gallop (usually represented in art as the horse being sprawled out to depict a moment that has no feet on 
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the ground). Some horses were drawn in a rearing position, which seemed to reference the haute école 
trick. The movement of some of the horses in the garden matched the movement of the horses pulling the 
carriage in Aloest’s video Roulez Carrosses. For instance, the horses had to slow down going down the 
horseshoe around the Latona fountain and around the curve of the fountain. When the horses were given 
straightaway spaces in allées or ample space such as the area around the Apollo fountain, the horses pulling 
the carriage cantered just as depicted in the drawings. The study included plotting images from: 

• the stables  
• the front gate  
• the end of the Parterre d’Eau  
• the horseshoe ramps around the Latona Fountain  
• the Tapis Vert  
• Apollo Basin  
• around the Flora Basin  
• around the Ceres Basin  
• the Dragon Fountain  
• around the Neptune fountain.   

Israel Silvestre’s 1674 etching “View of the Castle of Versailles close to the Garden” shows 
Versailles before many of the renovations to the garden and palace, the Latona Fountain and its 
surroundings, and the beginning of the tapis vert and Allée Royal. In the foreground, a procession of walking 
horses pulling a carriage are depicted in a stately walk. As Louis XIV is usually depicted on the centerline 
of drawings (Wellington, 2016), the engraving captures the king traveling through the garden in his carriage. 
In the shadows of the foreground, handlers hold horses still. These may be fresh horses for members of the 
hunting party, including the king, to ride, Some equestrians in this scene are riding rearing horses. This 
could either show excitement or mastery of haute école. 

Adam Perelle depicted a similar scene from a later time from the upper parterre (1660-1695). This 
view starts at the very end of the Parterre d’Eau and shows the horseshoe-shaped ramps leading down past 
the Latona Fountain as well as going down the tapis vert and Allée Royal. (Drawing A Image 4) In the 
foreground, the horses are moving quickly, while the horses going down the hill seem to be walking. In the 
distance, the horses are drawn sprawled out in the conventional stance of a gallop. These horses are 
following a large carriage, which indicates excitement about the event. The fact that these horses are drawn 
at a gallop indicates that the tapis vert would have been flat enough for the horses and riders to travel safely 
all the way to the Apollo Basin. A full visual analysis of this image is in Figure 4, which shows cantering 
horses close to the viewer, horses walking down the ramp, and the mass of galloping equestrians in the 
back.  

Perelle’s depiction of the Apollo Basin (1680-1689) is one of the last formal features of Versailles 
before entering the hunting grounds of the Petit Parc. This scene is also visually analyzed in Drawing D 
Figure 4 and offers a lively display of fine horsemanship. The horses in the foreground are obscured in 
shadow, but Perelle depicted three rearing horses (two of which are performing haute école), one trotting 
horse, and two men on horseback galloping off towards the woods. In the detailed foreground, the viewer 
can see six walking horses pulling a carriage, a horse performing haute école and a trotting horse following 
that carriage. Two cantering horses are seen emerging from the shadow of the woods. There are two teams 
of horses pulling carriages at a walk and two galloping horses in the middleground. The spatial analysis in 
Figure 3 suggests that this space could have been a lot more crowded than depicted because of forced 
perspective.  

Equitation is also recorded by the artists within the intersections of the allées, punctuated with 
fountains. For instance, in Perelle’s engraving/etching of the Flora Basin (1680-1684), horses are shown as 
following a carriage around a fountain. This scene was visually analyzed in Drawing B Figure 4. The horses 
pulling the carriage in the middleground are drawn in a walking position. The horses following, which are 
primarily in the foreground, are drawn as either galloping or in an haute école rearing position. Opposite the 
party in the middleground, a rider and horse are standing still, seemingly watching the spectacle. 

Not all of the images are as visually exciting. Silvestre’s depiction of the Dragon Fountain (1676) 
offers a scene of quiet recreation. (Drawing C Figure 4) Most of the horses are walking. Some are drawn at 
a trot and three were drawn performing haute école. Generally, the equestrians are depicted as being calm.  
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Overall, the engravings/etchings show that these spaces could hold groups of equestrians for 
various purposes, presumably in displays of skills and fine horsemanship. Some of these 
engravings/etchings may show a procession to the hunting grounds with the king riding in the carriage, 
which clearly represents there is a culture of equestrian life specific to the Versailles gardens. Does the 
outsize scale of the gardens at Versailles indicate, if only in part, Louis XIV’s desire to integrate equestrian 
activity in the gardens?  Further research may illuminate the specific ways that movement on horseback or 
in horse-drawn carriages would have enabled visitors to experience the fountains and garden themes at a 
different pace than that of the pedestrians.  

 

 
Figure 4. Drawing A is Perelle’s Garden of Versailles retrieved from the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, Drawing B is Perlle’s Castle of Versailles from Jstor, Drawing C is Silvestre’s Close to the 

Allée and Dragon Fountain retrieved from Jstor, and Drawing D is Perelle’s The Fountain of Apollo 
from Jstor. Bottom: Horses’ gaits were recorded using the visual standard based on the position 

of the feet in engravings. The horses in the etchings/engravings were color coded. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Prior to the French Classical period, horses seemed to have been primarily engaged for hunting 

parties along the broad rides of parks beyond the chateaux and gardens. It is clear from the 
etchings/engravings of Versailles, as designed by Andre Le Nôtre, that horses had a place in the gardens. 
They were ridden through the gardens of Versailles to reach the hunting grounds, but the gardens were also 
evidently a destination. The large allées of the gardens would have been ideal for riding horses. Xenophon, 
according to Morgan’s translation (1893), wrote that “… long stretches rather than frequent turns, calm 
horses down, and leisurely riding for a good while soothes, calms down, and does not rouse the spirit of the 
horse mettle.” A calm horse is easier to control and would create a better riding experience. The extensive 
terracing of the gardens provided a relatively flat terrain, which allowed the rider to better maintain balance. 
When a horse turns a corner, it must readjust its balance, which requires it to slow down and take smaller-
paced steps closer to its body. Both a rider and the horse must prepare for the turn together to shift their 
balance. These long allées would have been spots that a noble could comfortably speed through with 
minimal concern about his horse losing his footing. Equestrians would have welcomed the break of riding 
around the training rink at the stables to ride even at a brisk pace down the allées and around the terraces 
while viewing the different statues, basins, and curated plant displays. 

Traversing the gardens of Versailles from a carriage or on the back of the horse would have changed 
the sightlines within the gardens. It would have increased the height from which people view the art. It may 
have also heightened intrigue in the garden as the hide-and-reveal elements of the garden would often be 
experienced at a faster pace. The tall, evenly manicured trees on either side of an allée might have done 
more than create sightlines and reveal moments for pedestrians. The uniformity may have also blinded the 
horses from scary distractions that could have potentially spooked a horse. These are ideas worthy of further 
investigation. 

Understanding the materiality of the pathways is also important, though apparently less of a concern 
in the 17th century. Modern bridlepaths around the world are now surfaced using soft, sand-like soil rather 
than any form of pavement. This helps to protect both horse and rider from hard, compacted ground. For 
the horses, it is healthier for their joints. At Versailles, paths were compacted or paved to create a hard, 
even surface for a better carriage ride, setting up a tension with protecting their horses’ joints. The classical 
texts, in fact, favored rocky, hard pastures for better hoof development (Xenophon & Morgan, 1893).  

The visual impact of riding on horseback or in a carriage on the perception of the garden’s design 
and iconographic program warrants further study, as the visitors elevated position would have changed the 
viewing angles and sightlines of the gardens and their features. Thus, pedestrian accounts are insufficient 
in describing all dimensions of the garden. Further research is needed to illuminate all aspects of how an 
equestrian or a carriage ride through Versailles would be experienced. Such research would help historians 
better understand the park, the design elements of the park, what points of reference could be used to 
evaluate other equestrian spaces, and how these principles could be applied to the temporary designs for 
the Olympics, and, in turn, to enliven private and public facilities in modern equestrian communities 
internationally. Understanding equine-related innovations can also help historians reveal new dimensions 
of historic parks and gardens from classical times to the present.  
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